
Pre-Conference Workshop: 
30TH SEPTEMBER 2019

30th September 2019 – 2nd October 2019 
Hotel Novotel Barcelona City, Barcelona, Spain

13:00 Registration and networking coffee

14:00  How psychology can unlock more engaged and happier customers and produce more impactful marketing and 
digital strategies

 The workshop will kick off with a short framing interactive presentation on why psychological science can impact customer 
engagement, retention and purchase.

This will include:
  How the consumer brain processes information and attends to feeling rather than individual things such as price, quality 

and product/service pragmatics
  Demonstration that the consumer brain gives 5 times weighting to negative customer experiences than it does a positive 

one! (and why)
  Why consumer cognitive bias can be the enemy and the ally of the brand 

This framing presentation will then be followed by an interactive behavioural workshop.
 Here, our psychologists will facilitate attendee learning around:
  How to ensure marketing, digital and sales is based on reality rather than assumption
  How they can surface the deep needs of customers to help personalise CX
  Learn how cognitive bias works and how to eradicate those that block customer engagement and harness those that 

increase it
  Experience why brand and product stories sell more than product/brand facts
  Why frictionless isn’t always good for CX
  How to carefully weave AI and automation to enhance their CX rather than ruin it

 Attending these sessions will make you consider how you can augment your existing digital, marketing and sales strategies; 
how you can better personalise your brand experience to the customer at a deeper psychological level and how you might 
remove some of the barriers your communications have in relation to customer engagement and purchase.

Facilitated by: 
Dr Simon Moore, CEO, 
Innovationbubble

 Simon is a Chartered Psychologist and Managing Partner with the award winning psychological insight and behaviour 
intervention consultancy, Innovationbubble (www.innovationbubble.eu). Simon specialises in bringing the latest 
psychological knowledge about people, emotions, decisions and needs into a room and making an audience consider how 
they might utilise that to improve experiences for themselves and others.

 Simon is also an author and has acted as an advisor to the UK and US government. He regularly appears on the TV and radio 
and in the press discussing psychology and its impact on behaviour in a wide range of sectors and situations.

17:00 End of Workshop
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Conference Day One: 
1ST OCTOBER 2019

30th September 2019 – 2nd October 2019 
Hotel Novotel Barcelona City, Barcelona, Spain

08:00 Registration and networking coffee

08:55 Chairpersons opening remarks 
Gary Walker, Founder, 22North

09:00 KEYNOTE: Incorporating digital into your CX delivery 
 CX has increasingly become digital, as the Telecoms industry looks to streamline customer experiences
  With the power of Gen C in today’s consumer culture, what is the requirement of your CEM approach? What is needed
 from you to ensure loyalty and retention?
 How can you best boost your digital engagements to ensure you are accessing all customer touchpoints?
Gautam Borah, VP, Customer Services, Vodafone

09:30 Building better customer relationships, one interaction at a time
 The age of conversational commerce is here, and the right communications technology tools are key to providing 
customers with more meaningful interactions at every touch point. 
 As cloud-based APIs evolve and play a larger role in reshaping the customer experience, these tools are allowing 
companies to ensure that customers have the best possible experience from the point of sale through the entire customer 
lifecycle, without sacrificing that human touch. 
Kamila Rubaninska, EMEA Director of Operations, Global Service Experience, AT&T

10:00 Ensuring and developing a robust business case for your CX investment 
  What can you do to ensure continued stakeholder engagement, through reliable methods for measuring the business 

impact and ROI 
  Defining clear targets and KPIs to measure success 
  How can you utilise data to measure and analyse the value of your CEM approach 
Foubert Lieven, Director, Data & Insights, Telenet Group

10:30 Morning break

  11:00 Independent discussion groups:  
 Simply choose the table that interests you most, and after 45mins of discussions each table will elect a spokesperson to 
feedback to the wider group, before being collectively summarised by the chair. Please note that these sessions require 
early registration.

12:30 Lunch and learn hosted by Amdocs

CSP’s in 2025: Data facilitators or customer 
relationship owners?

Implementing a truly omni-digital 
customer approach

Boosting customer engagement offerings through 
innovative digital touch-points

Aligning customer experience with 
employee experience
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Conference Day One: 
1ST OCTOBER 2019

30th September 2019 – 2nd October 2019 
Hotel Novotel Barcelona City, Barcelona, Spain

13:45 Panel Discussion: Driving a better customer experience through automation and AI
  AI has transformed the way the customer is able to interact with the operator, and vice versa
  What benefits does automation offer to the operator when looking at CX delivery?
  How can AI help streamline the experience and nurture your customers to ensure the highest quality service?

Participants:
Francois Bourquin, Chief Digital Officer, Orange
Fady Assad, Director, Customer Service, Sky
Saad Nasser, Senior Product Manager, PTCL
Sadia Khuram, Chief Customer Experience Officer, Jazz

14:30 The alignment of CVM and CEM in Telecoms
Today, effective CEM can not only be a key disruptive method, but also a great way to add extra value to the bottom line.
How can additional investments into service and operational innovation help drive the returns to the business? How can  
you ensure your business case for CX is flawless?
Hassan Jaafar, Head of CRM & Customer Insights, Lebara

15:00 Managing data overload to get an accurate picture of CEX performance and impact
  Predicting your customers’ next steps is imperative to success, and data is key to do this
  With that, how can we use data to boost our digital engagement with the customer?
  How can tools, such as automation and robotics to collect and utilise data to enhance your AI services? 

What impact does this have on the delivery of service?
Aaron Boasman-Patel, VP, AI & Customer Centricity, TM Forum

15:30 Afternoon break

16:00 Innovation spotlight - CEM 2020 - Disrupt or die
 Technology has not only changed the way we work, it’s levelled the competitive landscape, allowing start-ups to compete 
with the established larger organisations. Gary will discuss the disruptive new-comers who have forced businesses to re-
evaluate their strategies and ways of working.
Gary Walker, Founder, 22North 

16:30 Make it happen – Strategies for inspiring loyalty through customer experience lifecycle management 
  Fostering customer loyalty is done through a personalised and active CX strategy
  How do we CX strategy is designed with customer retention in mind?
  What technologies and innovations are there to best drive increased loyalty from your customers?
Branimir Spajic, Director, Customer Experience Management, Hrvastski Telekom

17:00 Chairperson closing remarks
Gary Walker, Founder, 22North

17:15 DRINKS RECEPTION 
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Conference Day Two: 
2ND OCTOBER 2019

30th September 2019 – 2nd October 2019 
Hotel Novotel Barcelona City, Barcelona, Spain

08:00 Registration and networking coffee

09:05 Chairpersons opening remarks 
Gary Walker, Founder, 22North

09:15 INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP: Customer centric design thinking in Telecoms
 Take a deep dive and discover the benefits design thinking - a human centered approach to innovation that draws from the 
designer’s tool-kit to integrate everything, from the needs of your customer, to the opportunities for new technologies, all 
amounting to continued business success. 

Takeaways:
  Learn how creating a disruptive customer centric approach will ultimately lead to increased revenue growth and market 

position
  Learn what you can do to help change customer needs into user experience to drive continued CX innovation.

Facilitated By:

Veronika Krasnorkorska, Innovation Advisor, T-Mobile
Tomas Grunwald, Innovation Expert, T-Mobile 

11:00 Morning break

11:30 Driving increased loyalty through compelling customer journeys
  Digital customer service requires an internal shift to enhance the connectivity of your organisation internally
  How do increased investments into the workforce help drive customers to your digital CX service?
  How can transparent communications channels help drive your CX offerings, and how does this transparency translate 

directly to the customer?
Arild Haugen, Director, Design and Projects, Telenor Norway

12:00 Creating an omnichannel experience within Telecoms
  Digital transformation has revolutionised how we approach traditional challenges, but how and why should you integrate 

human interaction?
  How can we drive convergence across channels to create a more efficient and personalised hub for customers? 
  How can data be used to help transform your CX delivery to build an omnichannel experience
Harry Odenhoven, Global Operations Director, Truphone

12:30 A disruptive customer service model in the 4th industrial revolution
 Driving towards implementing an omnichannel experience has pushed many to innovate
  How can you maximise digital engagement by adjusting channels to best retain existing customers and open future 

opportunities?
 What new technologies are there on offer, and how can you ensure that they make your customers lives better?
Frederic Gau, Global Brand Development Director, AD&T Group  

13:00 Networking lunch

  14:00 Independent discussion groups:  
 Simply choose the table that interests you most, and after 45mins of discussions each table will elect a spokesperson to 
feedback to the wider group, before being collectively summarised by the chair. Please note that these sessions require 
early registration. 

Designing and implementing a culture of customer 
centricity throughout your business

Engaging the team from the top down to deliver 
top quality CX

Delivering a coherent CX across complex channel 
combinations

Planning and managing sustained change 
in CX delivery
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Conference Day Two: 
2ND OCTOBER 2019

30th September 2019 – 2nd October 2019 
Hotel Novotel Barcelona City, Barcelona, Spain

15:00 Afternoon break

15:30 Human centred design thinking approach to your CX implementation
  CX design is about applying design’s problem solving capacity to align a business to face its customers
  How can you change the internal culture to shift focus onto human centred design?
  What are the key ROI’s of effective customer mapping, and plotting customer journeys
Corinne Fenech, Customer Experience Manager – CX Strategy, GO PLC

16:00 Innovation culture, digital transformation and the ever-changing customer experience 
  Here, Hrvatski will take us through their CX strategy measurement methodology when it comes to measuring ROI
  How can we know we mapped everything from customers perspective, how to we know what really matters? 
  How do we estimate impact of improvement measures?
Sladan Milisevic, Customer Experience Expert, Hrvatski Telekom

16:30 Live Chat Summary Session – CEM AMA 
 An opportunity to wind-down, reflect on learnings, create next-steps and follow up activities and consolidate learnings 
throughout the last two days.
 This session will look at the tangible takeaways from today and the previous day, and call on your input to help form the 
basis for the post event report, to be shared with all attendees following the conference. 
Custome 
Finbarr Joy, Group CTO, Superbet

17:00 Chairperson closing remarks and close of day two
Gary Walker, Founder, 22North

“We had some great discussions with operators and 
service providers that we hadn’t spoken to before. We
also made some great introductions with the global
operator base that was represented at the event”
Ciqual – VP marketing
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